Museums: Guardians of History and Agents of Change
Social change occurs over time, sometimes gradually, sometimes very rapidly, as in Singapore over the last 48 years. People
as well as things are agents of change and for this series of articles we chose iconic people and artefacts to exemplify social
change, not just in this island nation, but also in the wider world. Singapore’s icons of change were men such as Lim Boon
Keng, a doctor, banker and social reformer, and Zubir Said, prolific composer and musician and creator of Singapore’s national
anthem. Kua Geok Choo (the late Mrs Lee Kuan Yew) represents the liberated Peranakan woman. She was an outstanding
scholar and highly qualified lawyer who became an instrument of change for the status of women in Singapore.
Reflecting the change in the urban landscape is an article about Singapore’s approach to public housing – the work of the
Housing and Development Board (HDB). Today over 80% of Singaporeans live in HDB apartments and most are now privately
owned. One area where change has been nearly as rapid as in Singapore’s cityscape is that of the arts and culture. An almost
barren landscape to begin with, today’s Singapore is an arts hub with a lively and growing culture of exploring the limits of
imagination. Two modern artworks exemplify this development: a contemporary sculpture examines social change resulting
from the HDB’s housing policies and performance art examines Singapore’s growing openness to personal artistic expression.
Three articles comment on the power of words and printing: the Qur’an transformed disparate tribes into a single group of
believers; the printing press at the Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall enabled news from China to be disseminated across
Southeast Asia; and print-making reveals the role that prints have always played, sharing information, opinion and inspiring action.
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